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December 9 is the last day to get your apprentices registered for the 2017 Apprentice Program!



NEW APPRENTICES in the Program need to fill out the MPUA & Dept. of Labor apprentice
application forms. They can be found on our website under the Services tab → Apprentice Training.
CURRENT APPRENTICES are automatically registered for next year so there is
no need to re-register them.

If you have any questions on the forms, please contact Cathy Susa at
csusa@mpua.org.
NOTE: If you anticipate putting a student in the program but can’t commit before
the December 9 deadline, contact Cathy Susa to be placed on draft travel schedule
- we will finalize or remove you later when you have made a final decision.

Mark Mustain jointed MPUA
on October 21 as an
Apprentice Trainer. He brings
to this new role 21 years of
experience as a lineworker at
the City of Centralia. Mark
began as an apprentice
lineman
in
1995
and
eventually
became
line
foreman of the department. Born and raised in
Centralia, he is husband to Michelle and father
to Will, an engineering student at Missouri S&T.
Mark enjoys music, playing guitar, and sunny
Missouri days on the golf course. He is looking
forward to meeting apprentices around the
state and helping them earn their journeyman
lineman credentials.
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Lee Barker is set to retire from a distinguished
career in public life on January 20, 2017. He
started as an apprentice lineman for the City
of Odessa in 1976 and trained as a power
plant operator and received a water
operator's license before accepting the
position of Utility Director for the City. After
12 years with the city, Lee took the position
of Member Services Director for the Missouri
Association of Municipal Utilities (MAMU). In 12 years with
MAMU, Lee worked to strengthen municipal utilities across the
state through training and advocacy. He accepted the position of
Electric Department Superintendent for the City of Higginsville in
2001 and took his current role of City Administrator in 2007. Lee's
40 years of accomplishments, accolades, and awards are
innumerable. On behalf of the Alliance members and staff, thanks
Lee for your leadership and your friendship.
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From the President’s Desk

Duncan Kincheloe
dkincheloe@mpua.org

Coming Together, Against Stormy Weather

I

n the wake of stunning election results, the winds of change
are clearly blowing through the corridors of power, as the nation
prepares for a whole new bundle of officeholders. For utilities,
new pictures and challenges at national and state levels are still
only coming into a hazy focus.
But one thing is already predictable and certain for all our
member utilities. The north winds are about to blow. By the time
you read this, fall will be almost ready to pass into winter, and –
who knows? – snowflakes may even be flying in some of our
territories.
We hope the unseasonably warm autumn didn’t lull anyone into
relaxation on readiness for coming winter storms.
Several MPUA utilities participated last month in a dramatic
reminder of the need for constant readiness. MPUA Mutual Aid
Chair Rick McKinley and Mike Conyers, our Director of
Lineworker Safety and Training, were attending a national
preparedness exercise in Washington D.C. when they were
suddenly called on to respond to Hurricane Matthew. As you’ll
read in our story “This Is Not a Drill,” participants in MPUA’s
Mutual Aid program shined impressively on the national stage as
they worked in Florida from October 4-16. Leaping immediately
into action and putting in days of long hours, Missouri crews
drew high praise from national and state Mutual Aid officials.
These guys truly earned every word of this recognition and
thanks.
By the time you read this, some of your utilities already may have
been contacted again by MPUA staff in a renewed effort to assist
many cities with coming up-to-date on Mutual Aid Program
participation. Since recent years’ changes in FEMA requirements
and national program structure, cities have needed to update
their mutual aid agreements to qualify for first-day coverage for
FEMA reimbursements when a federally-declared disaster
occurs. About a third of the member utilities participating in the
mutual aid program still don’t have an updated mutual aid
agreement in place. To help meet the goal of full readiness
throughout the participating membership, our office staff will
contact cities soon with offers to help present the issue to city
councils or other governing bodies, and support the simple local
process needed to update the agreements. Be sure to let us know
if there are other ways we can help with this.
A response like the one to Hurricane Matthew or to a major ice
storm depends on the availability of experienced, highly-skilled
lineworkers. One way many of our lineworkers gain those levels
of skill is through the training provided by MPUA’s Apprentice
Lineworker Program. [www.mpua.org/apprentice]. Since it began
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25 years ago, the Apprentice Lineworker Program and the
Advanced Journeyman Lineman Program have trained nearly
600 entry level and more experienced electric employees with
the skills and knowledge needed to perform their jobs safely
and efficiently, and to obtain U.S. Department of Labor
certifications.
Lately we’ve had three positive new developments in our
Apprentice Training Program and other Lineworker training.
First, keeping up with growing apprentice enrollment and
committing to expanded lineworker training meant MPUA
needed to boost the staffing to support that growth. The board
of directors approved an additional trainer position in
September. A few weeks ago MPUA welcomed our new
Apprentice Trainer, Mark Mustain, who will work closely with
Mike Conyers on those training programs. Mark comes to us
from the City of Centralia, where he worked since 1999 in
various linework positions including Line Foreman, Lineman
and Apprentice Lineman. Mark has been Chair of MPUA’s
Line Worker Advisory Committee for several years, so he
comes specially prepared for his new responsibilities.
Second is the budgetary commitment to move ahead on a new
lineworker/apprentice training facility in Paragould, Arkansas.
MPUA committed this year to the Paragould site that will be
operating by early next year. The offerings for the Paragould
training facility will mirror classes that MPUA currently offers
in Kansas City, but they will be offered in April and October
so as not to conflict with the Kansas City classes.
Finally, we welcome Clarksdale, Mississippi as our newest
member of MPUA, adding a member from a new state to take
advantage of MPUA services. Clarksdale joined MPUA so they
may be included in our high-quality lineworker training
programs. Many MPUA board members know our friend
Clarksdale General Manager Ray Luhring from his earlier work
in Missouri. Welcome to Ray and Clarksdale! ◄

A Surprise Republican Sweep
By Ewell Lawson | elawson@mpua.org

I

n a surprising shift, Republicans swept
not only control of the federal Presidency,
Senate, and House, but in statehouses as
well. And while much has been said about
Washington, DC in the days after the
national shocker, a few highlights are
worth mentioning.

On the House side, Republicans won 239
seats, with Democrats controlling 193.
Three races are still undecided – LA-4,
CA-7, and CA-49. There are 56 new
House members. Twelve seats changed
hands with a total net gain of 6 (possibly
7) Democratic seats.

The obvious shocker is President-Elect
Trump’s victory. Less of a shocker, but a
surprise, was the strength of which Republicans retained their control of both
houses of Congress. Republicans maintained the U.S. Senate with 51 seats to 48
Democratic seats. While some suggested
a Democratic takeover of the Senate, only
2 seats flipped to Democratic control.
The only seat not decided is in Louisiana
where John Kennedy (R) and Foster
Campbell (D) advanced to a December
run-off to replace retiring Senator David
Vitter (R-LA).

Since the election, Senate Republicans
reelected Mitch McConnell (R-KY) as
Majority Leader. John Cornyn (R-TX) will
serve as Majority Whip with John Thune
(R-SD) serving as Conference Chairman.
Democrats on the other hand, replaced
retiring Minority Leader Harry Reid (DNV) with Chuck Schumer (D-NY). Dick
Durbin (D-IL) will be Minority Whip.
Of note, Missouri’s Roy Blunt will serve
as Republican Conference Vice Chair.
After some pundits upgraded Senator
Blunt’s reelection effort against Jason

Kander to a toss-up, Blunt staved off the
young challenger, 49-46%.
Senator Claire McCaskill was not up for
election this cycle, but will ascend to
Ranking Democrat on the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee, which will give her more ability to probe federal spending, an interest
she brought from her days as Missouri’s
State Auditor.
All of Missouri’s eight U.S. House members won reelection.
In Arkansas, Senator John Boozman won
reelection handily against Democratic
challenger Conner Eldridge. All of Arkansas’ four U.S. House incumbents were
returned for another 2-year term.
(Continued on page 10)

Doing whatever it takes
To provide the best customer service.

For more information about Westar Energy’s energy marketing services,
visit www.westarenergy.com/powermarketing or call 785.575.6347
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The Southern Sentry

Jason Carter, North Little Rock
jcarter@nlr.ar.gov

Defending Utility Services from Cyber Attack

T

he word “cyberwarfare” sounds like
the title to a science fiction thriller.
Unfortunately, it’s not fiction of any kind.
Cyberwarfare is, or should be, a daily
concern throughout the utility industry.
Let’s face it, there are foreign countries,
extremist organizations, and malicious
individuals who want to harm the United
States for any number of reasons. They
lack the ability to execute a traditional
military attack, but the internet provides
an avenue for low-cost, high-payoff
strikes.
Utilities are prime targets. Our society
depends heavily on the predictable flow
of electricity, water and information. Our
enemy hopes to cripple our nation by
crippling those services. Thus, utilities in
small towns across America have found

themselves on
cyberwarfare.

the

front

lines

of

Utilities lack the resources and legal
authority necessary to single-handedly
defend the United States against
cyberattack. They must depend on the
federal government to share expertise,
identify attackers, and respond
accordingly. Likewise, the federal
government must depend on utilities to
strengthen defenses, quickly recover from
successful attacks, and share information
necessary for cyber operations.
By performing our respective roles and
actively cooperating, we can significantly
diminish the harm resulting from
cyberwarfare. Four keys to success are
identified below:

1. Utilities must continuously strengthen
cyber-defenses. Hopefully, we already
know to avoid anonymous emails and
sketchy hyperlinks. We don’t use “1-2-3-4
-5-6” or “password” for an access code.
We maintain antivirus software and
firewalls. But today’s cyber-defense has to
be more than basic user protocols.
Utilities should identify every point where
computers and devices connect to the
internet. These points of connection
should be defended in depth; meaning,
multiple log-ins with different user names
and passwords. Critical systems should
only be connected to the internet when
absolutely necessary. Critical actions
should be processed through two or more
users with different log-in information.
Passwords should be strong and changed
(Continued on next page)
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frequently. Employee access should be
restricted to systems that are necessary for
job performance, and promptly
terminated when employment is
terminated.

Resiliency can be expensive, but it is a key
component of defense. When the enemy
perceives their attack will be ineffective,
they are likely to divert their money and
effort to something else.

With enough effort, almost any computer
system can be hacked, but there is no
sense in making it easy. Utility leaders owe
their customers diligence in defending
against cyberattack.

3. The federal government must correctly
identify the attacker. Most cyberattacks
originate in the shadows of anonymity. It
is difficult, if not impossible, for utilities
to correctly attribute an attack to a
particular opponent. The federal
government has the resources necessary
to identify the attacker, but can only do so
if they have access to information related
to the attack. By sharing information,
utilities enable federal cyber-sleuths to
identify attackers, understand enemy
tactics, and reverse-engineer malware.
Also, federal agencies are better able to
advise utility leaders about important
improvements to cyber-defenses in
response to real-time threats.

2. Utilities must become more resilient
against cyberattack. Utility leaders are
normally great planners. They plan for
uncertainty like natural disasters, changes
in consumer behavior, and commodity
supply problems. They should plan for
recovery from cyberattack as well. This
means preparing for the compromise of
websites, email servers, billing systems,
GIS systems, SCADA systems, remote
meters, and anything else that may be
connected to the internet. There should
be plans on the shelf and backup
equipment in storage to be used to
recover from a breach.

A major resource in sharing information
is the Electricity Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (E-ISAC) that is operated
by the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC). Utility managers

and their information managers can learn
more about E-ISAC, including how to
join, at the E-ISAC organizational
website.
4. The federal government must
counterattack. The United States will be
plagued by cyber-attacks until attackers
understand that they will be identified and
suffer the consequences for their actions.
Utilities have no role in counterattack
except to provide information that may
prove useful to the federal government.
No counterattack can occur unless the
enemy can be identified.
After 27 years of service in the military, I
can see many similarities between
defending against cyberwarfare attacks
and defensive actions in general.
Strengthen defenses. Develop the ability
to recover quickly. Identify who attacked
you. Hit them hard. These tasks can only
be accomplished through cooperation
between utility leaders and the federal
government. They are not easy - the front
lines have never been easy. But they can
be successful when everyone works
together.◄
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10th Annual USEPA Regional 4-States Meeting
By Phil Walsack | pwalsack@mpua.org

T

he 10th . Annual 4-States Water
Environment Federation’s (WEF)
Governmental Affairs meeting was held in
September at the U.S. EPA Region 7
office in Lenexa, Kansas. There were
approximately 50 people in attendance,
including WEF member representatives
from Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and
Nebraska. The state regulatory agency
representatives from each of the four
states and EPA Region 7 staff were
present. Also attending the meeting were
public utility representatives; WEF’s
former national president, Sandra Ralston;
a WEF member representative from
Alabama; and EPA Headquarters staff
telephoned in as participants. Like most
years, the 2016 agenda was packed with
technical topics.
Nebraska supplied the background
concerning the national chronic aquatic
life criteria of selenium. (Selenium is a
heavy metal most associated with mining
waste, although it is also found as a waste
salt resulting from agricultural irrigation).
While this is a problem in drier states in
our region, Missouri is not facing water
quality degradation from this constituent.
Iowa reviewed its nutrient reduction point
and non-point source cooperation / water
quality trading approach. Iowa has proven
to be the Midwestern leader in nutrient
management. The state is using an annual
mass-reduction approach rather than an
instantaneous sample point to track
nutrient reduction progress. Iowa has
developed a massive database and
tracking tool. Agricultural nutrient
management (rather than wastewater
treatment plant reductions) are sought by
the state. In summary, the use of cover
crops seems to be working, and shows

even greater potential. In Missouri, the
Soil and Water Conservation Program has
been in place for many years and utilizes
the state’s Parks and Soils Sales Tax as a
revenue source to fund best management
practices on agricultural properties.
Sandra Ralston (former president of
WEF) made a presentation illustrating
successful projects that achieved
consensus for watershed plans. This
presentation showed the progress of
watershed plans in Georgia and South
Carolina. A collaborative approach that
better involves the public was deemed
necessary in these two southeastern states
because of the environmental failure of
the classic EPA Total Daily Maximum
Load (TMDLs) process. The citizencentric process is showing early signs of
working. The proof of long-term viability
for watershed plans will be answered by
the following question: “Can watershed
plans keep environmental groups from
pursuing legal actions against EPA when
the federal agency does not implement a
TMDL?” Missouri does not have a history
with watershed plans, so we will be
watching other states to gauge success.
EPA HQ’s senior staff joined our meeting
by telephone to give the four states an
update on the multi-discharger variance
(MDV) for ammonia criteria
implementation. They stated that the
MDV concept is under legal challenge by
environmental groups. A lawsuit is
underway in Montana that has slowed the
MDV process to a crawl. While the state
of Kansas was highlighted as an example
of great MDV progress, Missouri’s
progress was ignored and unrecognized
by EPA HQ. This was very troubling as

Missouri’s Department of Natural
Resources had been working diligently on
the subject for almost two years!
MPUA spoke up and left no doubt in
EPA HQ’s mind that our state’s process
was robust, well-conceived, and
desperately needed. MPUA vigorously
pointed out that Missouri has more
lagoon facilities than the other four states;
has a state law mandating an affordability
analysis for all permittees (no other state
in the U.S. has such a state law); and has
the most complete wastewater rate survey
to document financial hardships in the
country. EPA HQ was reeling, and frankly
left in a quandary, after MPUA’s defense
of Missouri’s work effort.
EPA HQ spoke to the meeting attendees
about a planned study on wastewater
treatment facilities that have secondary
treatment and are specifically treating for
nutrients (reducing ammonia, total
nitrogen, and total phosphorus). A
national survey of dischargers is sought to
document the progress being made in
nutrient reduction. The survey seeks to
quantify and illustrate the best practices
being employed by wastewater treatment
professionals to achieve nutrient
reductions.
In order to gain this information EPA
HQ stated that it planned to issue “308
Letters”. A 308 Letter is a Federal
“request” for information sent directly
from the U.S. government to the
wastewater facilities. Fulfilling the
“request” is mandatory and penalties can
be assessed for non-compliance. All of the
WEF staff at the meeting requested to
EPA HQ that it not employ this
(Continued on next page)
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approach. Instead, WEF staffers requested that the state
regulatory agencies gather the requested information
(unfortunately, several weeks after the meeting the “308 Letters”
were publicly-noticed in the Federal Register. Selected utilities
will receive them in the near future).
10th Annual Meeting Summary
This meeting set a major milestone for the 4 midwestern states
(Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska). No other EPA region
in the country has ever attempted to conduct a meeting of this
nature…not one. This is our third meeting to which other WEF
representatives from around the country travel to Kansas City to
see our process. The founding father of the 4-States WEF
meeting concept is Lyle Christensen (an employee of HDR’s
office in Omaha, Nebraska - and an MPUA Associate Member).
Christensen stated: “The very clear start-up goal of the meeting
was to implement a network for important information to be
exchanged; develop mutual trust; and build sustainable ‘firstname-basis’ friendships that are directed toward making state,
federal, and public utilities programs work. We openly
concentrate on how environmental programs can be tweaked
and refined to make them more technically and logistically
meaningful, practical, affordable, and actually improve our state’s
water quality, given other competing infrastructure priorities.”
He concluded by believing that “this type of open, constructive
discussion encourages each state agency and U.S. EPA to share
their program concepts in a cooperative manner; often well
ahead of formal publication and public commentary periods.”
MPUA will continue to stay engaged with the 4-States meetings
on our members’ behalf.◄

An attentive audience at the USEPA Region 7
Meeting

Natural Gas Fired
Electricity Facilities
Among the most
efficient and
environmentally
advanced power
stations in the world.

Proud to be an Associate Member of MPUA
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(Election...continued from page 5)

In the statehouses, Arkansas Republicans
gained 2 seats in the Senate and 9 seats in
the House.

sider for governor, Greitens defeated current Attorney General Chris Koster, 5145%.

For Missouri, Republicans maintained
their 25-9 supermajority in the state Senate. Columbia Republican Caleb Rowden
held off Stephen Webber 51%-49% in
what was the only highly competitive Senate race of the general election. The Missouri House changed little as Republicans
held their 117-seat super majority.

Koster, considered the frontrunner since
his announcement, had the backing of
most of the political establishment in Missouri, including the Farm Bureau and
NRA. Greitens’ win gives Republicans
control of the governor’s mansion and the
state House and Senate for the first time
in eight years. Republicans have won the
race for governor only once since 1992.

In addition to the national upset, Missouri
saw its own surprise by sweeping its
statewide elected officeholders with Republicans. Five of six statewide positions
will now be held by Republicans, a role
reversal from the previous 5 of 6 split for
Democrats. Only State Auditor Nicole
Galloway, appointed by Governor Nixon
to replace the late Tom Schweich and not
up for election until 2018, remains as the
Democrats’ lone statewide officeholder.
The biggest twist came in the election of
Eric Greitens as Missouri’s 56th Governor. A political newbie who ran as an out-
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The most immediate ramification of this
new Jefferson City leadership could be
Missouri becoming a right-to-work state.
Greitens has promised to sign a right-towork law, which would make it illegal for
workers to be required to join a union or
to pay union dues as a condition of employment. Other issues Republicans
vowed to advance are reform in ethics,
tort, and education laws.
Lastly, Missouri adopted Constitutional
Amendment 2 on campaign contribution
limits. Contributions will be limited to

$2,600 to individual candidates and
$25,000 to political parties per election.
Limits will be adjusted every four years for
inflation. Missouri was one of a handful of
states without limits on campaign donations. The amendment is widely expected
to face a legal challenge from electric cooperatives, investor owned utilities, and
banks because it restricts their campaign
contributions more so than other businesses. For municipal utilities, capping
contributions provides a more level playing field as their resources are more limited for this type of political action.
MPUA’s Legislative Committee will convene its next meeting by conference call
on December 12. Next year’s issues will
focus on net metering, pole attachments
and right-of-way, and broadband. Water
and wastewater issues will also be of interest. New committee arrangements and
leadership will also be discussed, along
with plans for the APPA Rally, February
27 – March 1.◄

Small Cells: Coming to a
Utility Pole Near You
Courtesy of Tennessee Municipal Electric Power Association

I

n the constant need to stay connected, cellular and wireless
companies are seeing an increase in demand on their
infrastructure they are scrambling to keep up with. AT&T
experienced a 100,000% increase in data traffic from 2007 to
2015, and carriers overall expect to see a 57% year over year
increase in wireless data consumption. To meet demand, wireless
companies are not building their traditional facilities, the large
cellular antennas that are hundreds of feet of tall that require
leasing land and constructing buildings. Instead, wireless
companies are look small, targeting utilities poles as the place
where their new infrastructure will be built. So what is going on
with these types of facilities?
Currently there is a sort of land rush occurring among third party
companies to grab space as fast as possible to place their
facilities, which they in turn will lease to the large carriers.
Electric utilities, particularly municipal ones serving the dense
areas where additional wireless capacity is needed, are the biggest
targets for these companies. The third party companies are
wanting to bring a new type of attachment to a utility’s poles,
which most utilities do not have requirements, policies, rates or
contracts in place to deal with them.
There are two types of new wireless facilities. DAS facilities are
the larger of the two types, able to serve multiple carriers, with
power-supplied antennas connected by fiber to a master headend
located in a small building. Small cells have smaller antennas with
lower power, with each antenna serving a smaller area than a
DAS facility and likely only one wireless carrier. Equipment for
these facilities could be placed on any part of a utility pole, from
antenna potentially on the top of the pole to a cabinet placed at
the bottom of the pole. According to the FCC, this need for
infrastructure will possibly mean 37 million small cell
installations will be in place nationwide by 2017, and 16 million
distributed antenna system (DAS) nodes may be deployed by
2018.

of states have seen legislation introduced on this topic in 2016,
with more expected in 2017. Locally, most electric utilities and
their local governments only have regulations in place for
traditional large cell towers or wired pole attachments. Zoning,
right of way permits, franchising and worker safety are just
some of the issues local electric utilities and governments are
having to address with these new facilities. By far, local electric
utilities and local governments are dealing with the brunt of
how to handle this explosion in new wireless facilities.
As local governments look to address this explosive growth,
they must chart a careful course. Rushing to decide how to
handle these facilities is discouraged so long-lasting precedents
are not established that could hamstring future decision making.
Utilities and local governments must work together to
determine how to handle these facilities as the both poles and
the right of way itself are targets. Staff and employees must get
up to speed quickly as these companies can only be kept at bay
for so long. While these facilities may not have federal pole
attachment rights on municipal electric poles, wireless providers
could claim denial of access or burdensome restrictions are a
barrier to entry which is prohibited by federal law. Electric
utilities and local governments can determine what are their
priorities to protect, such as no facilities in the power space or
no new poles or equipment to clutter the right of way. Once
priorities are established, workable trade offs with the wireless
companies can emerge.
Each of us are using our phones and wireless devices more
every day, and companies are pushing new ways to use wireless
connectivity from new apps to driverless cars. This demand in
more wireless connectivity can only be met with more wireless
infrastructure, and electric utilities must begin to determine now
how they will handle these new facilities, or else it will be
determined for them.◄

As these new facilities are entering the marketplace, federal, state
and local laws and regulations are struggling to keep pace.
Congress and the FCC are considering several potential actions,
with both wanting to drive 5G wireless deployment. A handful
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EXPANDING YOUR FINANCE OPTIONS

S

omething new and exciting is on its
way to MPUA members. By the time we
ring in 2017, MAMU will unveil its
expanded capital financing program for
the benefit of its members. A financing
program existed prior to 2016, but the
recession brought about changes in
banking regulations and practices that
made the former program impossible to
continue. After carefully examining the
problems these new regulations imposed
on us, we are proud to announce that we
have found a revamped and expanded
approach that will offer our members the
type of economical and convenient
financing program they deserve.
This new program is based on our
recruitment of a “buying group” of
financial institutions interested in
purchasing the debt issued by our
members. This will assure that there will
be motivated lenders for each of our
borrowers to achieve the lowest possible
rates for each project.

-Staff Contribution
We will have one bond counsel firm,
Gilmore & Bell that will act as counsel to
the program and issue tax exempt
opinions for our borrowers. This firm is
both well-known and well respected as
bond counsel in Missouri, which assures
the legal correctness of each borrowing
transaction and gives our member
participants the highest degree of
confidence in the program.

applications, solicit and negotiate
proposals from the best suited investors
that best meet your financing need. The
staff will use standardized program
documents to execute your financing and
monitor the flow of funds from the lender
to you. Staff will invoice you in a timely
manner for all payments as they become
due and you will remit those payments
directly to the trustee. Staff will maintain
an archive of all borrowing members’

We are currently wrapping up
negotiations with a reputable well-known
trustee agent to handle escrow and
disbursement activities. By selecting a firm
with an excellent reputation for
professionally handling these types of
transactions, all lenders and investors will
have a high degree of confidence that
their monies will be handled in a
professional and reliable manner.

annual audits and financials to allow you
to meet your legal requirement for
ongoing disclosure to all the borrowers.
Finally, staff will act as the liaison between
all borrowers and lenders to give each
member borrower the confidence that
MPUA will always act in their best interest
and on their behalf.

Your staff at MAMU will administer the
program. Staff will receive your

In summary, this new lending program
will offer all MPUA members an efficient,
professional and reliable source of capital
(Continued on next page)
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financing. It will give each participating member the three “C’s”
they desire when it comes to financial transactions.
The first “C” is cost-effective borrowing. This new program will
be designed to solicit the lowest tax-exempt rates possible. The
cost of borrowing is of primary importance when you are acting
as stewards of your customers’ money. You want the best rate
you can achieve.

EAGLE EYE POWER SOLUTIONS
www.eepowersolutions.com
EATON CORPORATION
www.eaton.com/utility

The second “C” is convenience. This program will allow you to
deal with your staff at MPUA when seeking a financing and
insulates you from having to deal with bankers or financiers you
may not know, understand or trust. The program can provide
you with multiple bids from which to pick. You can arrange the
financing, negotiate the terms you need, and even close the
financing in the comfort of your own office dealing only with
the professional staff you know and trust.

EATON COOPER POWER SERIES
www.eaton.com/cooperpowerseries

Finally, the third “C” is confidence. MPUA’s lending program is
carefully designed to utilize partners you have long known and
trusted. It is controlled by MPUA’s staff to assure that you have
folks arranging this financing that are “sitting in your corner”
looking after your interests. All this will give you the confidence
of knowing you have a solid financing at great rates while having
the protections of friends working on your behalf.

MOSDORFER NA INC.
www.mosdorfer.com

Keep your eyes open. Something new and exciting is almost
here!◄

EATON OMAHA POWER CENTER
www.eaton.com
ELECTRICAL MATERIALS COMPANY
www.electricalmaterialscompany.com
MCWANE POLES
www.mcwanepoles.com

PANELMATIC
www.panelmatic.com
POWERMETRIX
www.powermetrix.com
WESCHLER INSTRUMENTS
www.weschler.com

LOCAL SALES CONTACT - MIKE COOK
PHONE – 314-974-7847 / EMAIL – mcook@evans-lipka.com
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“THIS IS NOT A DRILL”
National mutual aid preparedness exercise turns into real-life response
By Kerry Cordray | kcordray@mpua.org

T

hey planned for an earthquake, but got a real live hurricane
instead.
On October 4 and 5, the American Public Power Association
(APPA), in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), hosted the first ever Public Power National Tabletop
Exercise in Arlington, Virginia. Mike Conyers, MPUA’s Director
of Lineworker Safety & Training, and Rick McKinley, Distribution
Engineer at City of Kirkwood Electric, chair of both the MPUA
Mutual Aid Committee and APPA’s Mutual Aid Working Group,
traveled to the Washington D.C. area to attend the training event,
joining mutual aid network coordinators from about 20 other
states, along with APPA and DOE officials.
The preparedness exercise plan was to play out the imagined
scenario of a major earthquake event on the New Madrid Fault, as
a way to review, validate, and examine any gaps in the APPA’s
Mutual Aid Playbook during a large-scale power disruption. “Our
objective was to run and test the playbook,” said McKinley. “On
Tuesday, Day 1 of the activities, everything went pretty much as
planned.” McKinley said the group’s brainstorming and discussion
helped the group see ways to adjust paperwork, improve
coordination between agencies, and meet other management needs
in the event of a major power emergency.
On Wednesday, Day 2, the exercise dealt with some interruptions
and the energy of the day became more intense – thanks to a little
storm called Hurricane Matthew.
TRAINING BECOMES TEST
As it became clear that the trajectory of the storm would bear
down on the Florida coast, the “playbook” became a game plan,
and kicked into reality gear. Preparedness coordinators for
Florida’s municipal utilities issued a call for mutual aid assistance to
FEMA Region VII – Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.

“With a travel time of about 12-13 hours to reach the storm’s
impact area, Missouri & other Midwest states were strategically
located to respond to Florida,” said MPUA’s Mike Conyers.
“Many states on the Atlantic coast and those neighboring
Florida had to be on standby for the potential of their own
local emergencies.”
Coordinated by MPUA staff and utilities, lineworker crew
commitments from Missouri’s cities were received in less than
1 hour from the request. Three hours later, those crews were
rolling south. A total of 36 lineworkers from Columbia,
Springfield, Independence, Macon and Hannibal were among
the nation’s first municipal utility personnel to arrive in
Florida. By Thursday Oct. 6 the 36 lineworkers, with eight
bucket trucks and eight digger trucks, were pre-staged in
Tallahassee, ready to roll out the next day toward anticipated
power outages on the Atlantic coast after the passing of the
storm.
The eye of Matthew never actually made landfall in Florida,
waiting until it reached South Carolina to come fully ashore.
The storm tracked parallel to the coast just offshore, battering
the Florida shoreline with Category 3 hurricane wind speeds of
111–129 mph as it pushed north. Rather than being quickly
slowed by directly striking land, sustained Category 3 winds did
not weaken for most of the 24 hours it took the tempest to roll
along the Florida coastline.
By late Friday night Oct 7, Matthew was downgraded to
Category 2 as it cruised northward past Jacksonville. It left
more than one million people without power across the state
of Florida, before heading up to finally spend its fury and
inflict severe damage in the Carolinas.
(Continued on next page)
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READY, MISSOURI?

(Continued from previous page)

NO TRIP TO THE MAGIC KINGDOM
On Friday, Oct. 7, the Missouri crews in Tallahassee were
dispatched by the Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) to the
Orlando area. Kevin Thornton, a foreman with Columbia Water
and Light who worked with the crews throughout the Florida
recovery, said that the Orlando area had about 20,000 customers
out of power. “The work in the Orlando area ran for three
days,” Thornton said. “But it wasn’t really quite as bad as we had
expected. In ways, it seemed to me like we saw worse damage in
2012 when we worked in the Cleveland area, after the Ohio
storms that whipped up in the wake of ‘Superstorm Sandy’.”
The crews worked 16-hours on and eight hours off while in
Orlando, working primarily on distribution lines, as the local
systems dealt more with customers’ hookups. Then on Sunday,
Oct. 9), the crews moved northward, to help repair even greater
damage in Jacksonville, where there were more than 200,000
customers without power.
“With any storm of any size, we consider it a privilege to go
where people need our help,” said Thornton. “There’s also a
kind of adrenaline rush that comes with the situation. Instead of
open roads and predictable situations, you’re dealing with
unusual damages, emergency traffic, National Guard responders,
media wanting to talk to you, and neighborhood residents that
walk right up into your work zone – all kinds of issues that aren’t
as common ‘on the job’.”
Thornton said that taking care of safety issues around
appreciative local customers is a common part of emergency
power restoration work. Well-meaning people who don’t
understand safety issues involved often approach work zones
too closely, or walk right up into them. “But it’s pretty amazing,
the way people treat you when you’re there to get their power
back on after an emergency,” said Thornton. “It’s pretty
common for them to come up and offer you food and drinks to
show their appreciation.”

Yes, hurricanes are mighty rare in Missouri.
However, as common as thunderstorms, tornados,
winter ice storms and other potential utility
emergencies can be during a Missouri year, you
would probably think that every Missouri city utility
would take advantage of the state’s mutual aid
network when it encounters its own hour of need.
Well, you’d be a just a little wrong about that.
A few years ago, a revised mutual aid agreement
became necessary for cities to sign to guarantee
first-day coverage for FEMA reimbursements, in the
event of a federally-declared disaster. Out of 76
member cities listed as participating in the MPUA
mutual aid program, about a third do not yet
have revised mutual aid agreements in place.
That means that there are far too many cities
where, if emergency mutual aid was needed
tomorrow, the cities themselves would be on-the
hook for expenses that might otherwise be
recoverable from FEMA disaster recovery funds.
To take full advantage of the recovery assistance
available through mutual aid, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) requires
that cities have a mutual aid agreement in place
BEFORE a disaster occurs. Without a signed mutual
aid agreement in place before the onset of a
natural disaster event, FEMA has the right not to
pay for the first eight hours of disaster recovery
work. The MPUA’s mutual aid agreements help
cities overcome this hurdle.

(Continued on page 16)
If your city has not updated your mutual aid
agreement or resolution or if you are not signed
up for mutual aid, take the following simple steps:





Go to MPUA’s website today and download
the revised mutual aid agreement
(www.mpua.org/mutualaid)
Have your updated or new ordinance
passed at your next city council or utility
board meeting;
For cities with an electric utility: include
participation in the APPA-FEMA mutual aid
program in the ordinance. Sign the APPANRECA Mutual Aid Agreement and return it
to APPA, with a copy sent to MPUA.
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(Mutual Aid...continued from page 15)

Thornton said that work in Jacksonville presented different
challenges than the earlier work in Orlando. “In Jacksonville there
were more lines with high voltages that we weren’t equipped to
work on, and it took careful coordination with the local utility’s
‘bird dogs’ (coordinating staff from the local utility, assigned to
work with mutual aid crews).” The 6 days of work in Jacksonville
was done in 17-hour workdays, and the crews finally returned home
to Missouri by October 16.
HIGH PRAISE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
Hurricane Matthew showed what solid results are possible as states
and individual utilities work together for a regional response to a
regional power-outage. In all, according to estimates by APPA’s
Mutual Aid team (exact numbers are not available), public power
utilities from 12 states sent more than 1,500 crews for the
Hurricane Matthew response in Florida. Besides Missouri, other
states that sent crews included Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas.
As the Florida response made for an immediate real-world test of
the public power sector’s readiness to deal with large-scale outages,
it also gave Missouri utilities a chance to shine in front of national
peers.
“We received lots of on-the-spot recognition for our cities and our
system.” said MPUA’s Mike Conyers “National officials at APPA,
the U.S. DOE, rural co-ops, and from Florida and other states all
saw firsthand how quickly and efficiently our Missouri mutual aid
system jumped into gear. They were clearly impressed at the way we
took action, and they told us so.” ◄
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Electric Distribution System Losses
By Paul Jensen | ums@marktwain.net

D

o you know how much energy you
are losing in your electric distribution
system? Hopefully, you do. If not, please
read this article and learn why you should
know what your losses are and how to
calculate your losses. It is actually very
easy. If you do know what your losses are,
there just might be a pointer or two on
how to improve what you are doing.
Why would you want to know what your
losses are? Fundamentally, your losses tell
you how efficiently you are managing and
operating your distribution system, and
whether you are unnecessarily raising the
cost of operating your electric system to
your customers. If your losses are low
(low being a relative term that is discussed
below), you can be confident that energy
is being efficiently distributed to the
customers in your system. But if your
losses are high, you can be confident that
something (or a host of somethings) is

not as it should be. Realization that you
have high losses should trigger an effort
to identify the source(s) of the excess
losses.

percent. This is a goal. Like the higher
voltage distribution system, losses below
this goal are not only possible but
desirable.

What are low losses, or high losses?
Unfortunately, even an Internet search
has not yielded an established industry
accepted figure below which losses would
be considered low or above which losses
would be considered high. Having said
that, a reasonable goal for losses on a
15kV distribution system might be 6
percent. If your losses are 6 percent or
higher on a 15kV system, there are
probably some sources of loss that ought
to be identified and corrected. There is
still room for improvement to get your
losses below 6 percent; but identifying
sources of loss below this level might be
more difficult and solutions may be less
cost effective. If you have a 4,160 volt
system, a reasonable goal might be 7

How do you determine your losses?
Losses are simply the difference between
the quantity of energy bought and
quantity of energy consumed in your
system. As a simplified example, if you
bought 1000 kWh and consumed 900
kWh, your losses would be 100 kWh or 10
percent of what you bought. Notice the
word “consumed” is used, not “sold”.
Consumed energy is all energy that you
know was consumed. If you know energy
was consumed and it is either metered or
you can estimate it, it should be
considered consumed energy. It does not
matter if the energy was billed or not.
Street lighting, which is probably less than
a half percent, is often estimated. If you
don’t have a good estimate of your street
(Continued on page 26)
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Member Spotlight

Mo n e tt
By Kerry Cordray | kcordray@mpua.org

W

hat makes for a garden becoming
either a rich green plot or a withered
patch of ground? The difference depends
on many factors – soil quality, enough
water, protection from erosion, and some
careful upkeep.

industry with the tools for growth,” said
Monett utilities director Skip Schaller.

Likewise, whether a small city is poised to
thrive or just to survive also depends on a
variety of local features. History,
geography, transportation, demographics,
a good work force, solid infrastructure –
these and a host of other elements
influence whether a city is poised to seize
economic opportunity, or how well it can
weather the seasons of economic ups-and
-downs.

In 2015, the city completed a new $11
million water treatment plant. Back in
2010, industry and population growth and
recurrent issues with cloudy water
supplies from its highest-producing wells
revealed the need for new water treatment
facilities. Through a 5-year process of
determining needs and design, acquiring
funding, construction and completion, the
plant became operational in February
2015.

The City of Monett, a town of about
8,900 that straddles the Barry/Lawrence
county line about 50 miles southwest of
Springfield, seems ideally ready to
strengthen its position as a “hub” for
economic vitality in its area of Southwest
Missouri. At a time when some smaller
towns struggle to keep afloat, Monett’s
future looks bright.
WATER IMPROVEMENTS LEAD
THE WAY
Healthy city utilities are important aspects
of the success of the Monett economic
equation. “As a city, fortunately we’ve
been able to provide local business and

Improving the city’s water and wastewater
infrastructure has been a top priority for
the city in recent years.

“The project funding included a local
bond issue, a $2 million state grant and an
$11 million low-interest loan from the
State Revolving Fund (SRF),” said
Schaller. Prioritizing water treatment
needs was especially important because
one of the town’s largest employers, a
Tyson poultry processing plant, uses
about 30 percent of the 2.7 million gallons
-per-day of water produced and treated by
the city.
Besides new water treatment, Monett has
also focused on improving its water

distribution system. Funding from the
American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 (ARRA) allowed the city to
construct a water main “ring” around the
city, completed in 2010. And the city is
currently finishing up a $1 million project
to tie a well at the city’s airport into its
water distribution system, with the
installation of three miles of 12-inch line.
But the city isn’t resting on its progress
with its water supply. Monett is among 10
area communities and several counties
participating in regional efforts of the TriState Water Resource Coalition. “Cities
banding together for regional approaches
to various resource and infrastructure
needs are going to be increasingly
important as we look to the future,” said
Monett City Administrator Dennis Pyle.
Traditionally supplied by underground
aquifers, members of the coalition are
studying potential development of surface
-water resources, or water allocations
from the region’s existing reservoirs to
meet projected long-term water needs for
the region.
WATCHING THE WASTEWATER
Very recently, Monett’s wastewater
facilities, upgraded with some major
improvements in 2016, provide a good
example of such regional partnership.

ABOUT CITY OF MONETT UTILITIES
ELECTRIC: Monett’s utility department maintains approximately 94 miles of electric line and about 1800 streetlights. It has
5 distribution transformers in 4 substations, and serves 4321 customer meters. The electric utility established service in 1897.
It receives its electric supply from an all-requirements contract with Empire District Electric.
SEWER: Monett’s first sewers were constructed in the 1930s and 40s. The City of Monett maintains 80 miles of sewer
mains, with 1,466 manholes. The current Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) was constructed in 1978. Recent system
upgrades include 2016 upgrades to UV lights, generator, new screw at headworks, and new filters for final treatment. The
WWTP processing average is currently 2.65 million gallons-per-day, with a maximum daily flow design of 12 million GPD. The
facility type uses a trickling filter in conjunction with two oxidation ditches with aerobic sludge treatment. The receiving
stream is Clear Creek.
WATER: Monett’s current water treatment plant was built in 2015. The system is able to meet current water regulation
standards, delivering its water through 114 miles of water mains. The city has 5 water towers. The source of the city’s water
comes from 12 groundwater wells. Water usage currently averages about 2.7 million gallons per day, with a plant capacity of
6.7 MGD.
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While the city’s plant wasn’t challenged by stricter
federal ammonia regulations, the lagoon-based
system of the smaller nearby town of Purdy was
unable to meet those new regs. The best solution for
Purdy is to tie-in to Monett’s recently-upgraded
system. An agreement between the cities is nearly
final that will let Purdy build a 6-mile line to send its
wastewater effluent to Monett’s plant for final
treatment. With the Monett wastewater system
running at only about half of its average-design-flow
capacity, the Monett plant will easily handle the small
added load from Purdy.
Monett completed major wastewater facility upgrades
in 2016. Improvements included replacing the
generator that runs the plant and one of the three
screw pumps at its headworks, replacing two sand filters, and replacing an older ultraviolet disinfection system with a more advanced UV
system. The city also just renewed an annual contract for inspection and maintenance of its distribution system that includes camera
inspections, smoke testing, cleaning, and pipe grouting of joints in it mains, to reduce inflow and infiltration.
POWERING UP FOR GROWTH
Monett’s commercial and industrial strength isn’t all
confined to “wet industry”. In addition to Tyson, other
major employers in the city include the city’s largest
employer, EFCO, a commercial window manufacturer
that supplies curtain walls for large commercial
applications. The city’s second biggest employer is Jack
Henry & Associates, an S&P 400 company
headquartered in Monett that is one of the largest
providers of information technology services to the
financial services industry worldwide.
These larger industries, plus a growing number of
other smaller industries have growing electrical needs.
“With 2016 industrial growth alone, our electric utility
has installed five new transformers for commercial/
industrial service,” said Schaller. “We’ve also just made
a 70-acre expansion to an industrial park that sets the city up for even greater industrial development.” The city currently uses a radiobased ‘drive-by’ meter reading technology, but is considering more advanced metering and controls for the future, with possible SCADA
controls to substations in the next few years. Transition to future control and metering improvements will be more readily made because
of the groundwork laid by recent installation of a new 40-mile fiber loop. The wholesale power supply to Monett is currently supplied
through a contract with the Empire District Electric Company.
A yearly sidelight for the electric department just about to throw a seasonal on-switch is Monett’s annual “Festival of Lights”. The electric
department provides wiring and setup for the major holiday lighting display which attracts 25,000 visitors to the city during the Christmas
season.
ECONOMIC HEALTH
Monett’s overall financial vitality is reflected also in a
healthy fiscal situation for its utilities. “We have healthy
reserves in each of our utility funds, and it’s not due to
deferred maintenance,” said city administrator Dennis
Pyle. “We’re able to keep the system current with rates
that we have, and our rates are very much in line with
other cities and our investor-owned utility neighbors.”
With solid infrastructure that has room to grow, a
vision for the future, capable leadership and staff, and
the solid support of its citizens, the economic ‘garden’
nurtured by Monett is already fruitful, and capable of
future bumper crops. ◄
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Independence
Power & Light
Breaks Ground on
3 MW Community
Solar Project

A 3-megawatt community solar project that is being built
for the public power utility in Independence, Missouri, has
attracted plenty of participants, and officials at
Independence Power & Light said they expect the project
to be up and running by the end of the year.
The project, which will consist of 11,000 300-kW solar
panels, is expected to be the largest solar farm in western
Missouri. It will be the utility’s first community solar
project.
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Hydropower Watch

Nicki Fuller, SPRA
nfuller@sprahydro.com

DOE Recommendations on Power
Marketing Administrations

I

n the first week of November, the
Secretary of Energy’s Advisory Board
Task Force on Federal Energy
Management (SEAB) published a report.
Section six of this report makes several
troubling recommendations regarding the
Power Marketing Administrations
(PMAs), including the Southwestern
Power Administration (SWPA) – which
sells environmentally friendly federal
hydroelectric power to roughly one third
of the population of Missouri and
approximately forty percent of the
population of Arkansas.
In March 2015, Secretary of Energy
Ernest Moniz appointed the SEAB Task
Force on Federal Energy Management to
review the Federal Government’s energy
use and management. The impetus for
the Task Force was President Obama’s
2015 issuance of Executive Order 13693,
“Planning for Federal Sustainability in the
Next Decade.” The SEAB Task Force
members were primarily from academia,
with some industry representation. In
addition, the Task Force consulted with
many government officials on this report.
Most notable, however, was the lack of
representation by or consultation with the
PMAs.
This lack of consultation did not stop the
Task
Force
from
making
recommendations regarding the PMAs.
The Task Force identified four key policy
goals that could be implemented through
the PMAs including: 1) enhancing electric
grid reliability; 2) diversifying the electric
generation resource mix; 3) expanding

transmission capacity; and 4) helping
utilities comply with the Clean Power Plan
and state Renewable Portfolio Standards.
While the need for these goals can be
debated, the funding source cannot. The
PMAs, including SWPA, recover all of
their costs of doing business through the
rates that they charge. Essentially, if the
PMAs were to implement these goals it
would be at the cost of federal
hydropower customers.
The Report essentially reiterates the
misguided recommendations to reform
the PMAs made by former Secretary of
Energy Steven Chu in 2012, and seems to
blame the strong opposition to the memo
he wrote on this issue as primarily the
result of a lack of consultation, writing
“To this day, the term ‘Chu Memo’ is a
rallying cry that PMA customers and their
congressional representatives employ to
argue against DOE intervention in PMA
policies and actions.” In fact, the Chu
Memo drew the opposition of 166
Members of Congress who did not agree
with proposing significant costs on federal
hy dr opower customers without
commensurate benefits.
As federal hydropower customers, SPRA
and its members consider themselves
quite fortunate to enjoy a positive
working relationship with SWPA. One
key reason for this success is SWPA’s
adherence to its statutory obligations.
Pursuant to the Flood Control Act of
1944 (16 U.S.C. 825s), SWPA must
market the power generated at federally
owned hydropower facilities within its

region at the, “...lowest possible rates
consistent with sound business
principles.” Of great concern are the
recommendations in the SEAB Report
which would require SWPA to violate this
and other statutory requirements.
Specifically, the Report suggestions the
following: that investments are made in
additional transmission capacity outside of
existing authorities using SWPA’s eminent
domain; and second, it recommends that
SWPA should purchase renewable energy
to supplement its hydropower resources
instead of the most economical energy
resource. These two recommendations
disregard the laws under which SWPA
operates and should not be adopted.
In addition, this report does not recognize
the work that all of the PMAs are doing
to fulfill some of the recommendations in
the Report. For many years, SWPA has
been an active and vital participate in the
Southwest Power Pool. This relationship
has led to regional cooperation
throughout SWPA’s footprint to help
enhance electric grid reliability and more
efficiently utilize the transmission grid.
So much work has been done, and
progress has been made, to rebuild the
damage the Chu Memo did to the
relationship between the Department of
Energy (DOE) and the PMA customers.
We have asked the DOE not to revive
that Memo with these SEAB Report
recommendations. Instead, SPRA
respectfully requested that DOE reject
the recommendations contained in the
SEAB Report. ◄
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Preparing for Change

By Floyd Gilzow | fgilzow@mpua.org

Political change assures new environmental leadership

T

his article is being written before the election is held on
November 8, and before we know who the electoral winners
will be in the hours, days or weeks after the polls close. Without
needing to be a great political prognosticator, it is a safe bet that
the people we look to for leadership on environmental
regulation and administration are going to change.

Administrator Gina McCarthy has closed the door on serving in a
Clinton Administration. There will almost certainly be new
people in the William Clinton Building in Washington DC over
the Division of Radiation and Air, as well as the Clean Water
Division. And that changeover will eventually extend to the EPA
Region 7 offices in Lenexa, Kansas.

The director of the Missouri Department of Natural Resources
(DNR), Sara Parker Pauley, already packed her last bag and
moved across Jefferson City to the Department of Conservation
as the ghosts and goblins of Halloween made their preparations
for a night of ‘Trick or Treat’. She was replaced by Harry
Bozoian, a former deputy in the Attorney General’s Office and
senior advisor to Governor Nixon. The likelihood is that he will
remain director only until the next governor selects his person
for DNR.

So, does that mean that everything will change immediately?

And then will come the regular new realignment of staff that
follows many gubernatorial elections. Division and section
directors at DNR may find themselves asked to vacate their
offices, although those who are former merit system employees
may find ways to return to previous lower level positions.
The same chair shuffle is likely to take place at the
Environmental Protection Agency, only more slowly, where
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The practical answer is ‘No’, because of three important reasons.
First is that these environmental agencies, for all the publicity
given to their leadership, are really operated by mid and lower
level bureaucrats who won’t be changing. Second, although there
are times when this seems debatable, we are a nation of laws and,
in this case, based on regulations connected to the Clean Air Act
and the Clean Water Act. While one of the presidential candidates
has promised wholesale repeal of rules, it has not been made clear
how that would be accomplished with existing rules.
A third reason is just the personnel inertia of large bureaucracies.
Even if the director or administrator wants a change made, it can
take months or even years for that change to make a difference in
how front-line employees operate.
(Continued on next page)

(Continued from previous page)

So, what should a smart city administrator or utility director do in
the coming weeks as changes are made at EPA and DNR?
The first thing I would do is to check in with my contacts at both
agencies, especially where I have a continuing issue. We sometimes
forget that these bureaucrats are real people. They have mortgages
to pay, and financial commitments as well as concerns about their
employment future. A couple of weeks after the election touch
base with them and ask what they see in their future.
Second, I would continue to keep the lines of communication
open with my state legislators and let them know that on
environmental issues, I prefer to deal with DNR over EPA. Yes,
DNR staff can be difficult, but at least they are in Missouri, and
tend to be a lot more flexible than their federal counterparts.
Third, keep following MPUA’s publications for updates on
personnel changes. Besides top management that might be ‘out’
following administration changes, there are a number of pending
retirements of which we are privately aware that have the potential
to affect how issues are addressed in Missouri and in the region.
Fourth, don’t assume that all the changes will be for the better, or
the worse. It will be a mixture. Actively planning to meet new
environmental requirements and standards impacting your city will
provide more financial benefits to your customers than hoping
with crossed-fingers that solutions will somehow appear. MPUA
staff are always available to discuss environmental issues with you
or your consultants in order to help you evaluate the best options.
Regardless of the outcome of the upcoming election, our
environmental future will be changing. It’s time to grab tight and
hold on for the ride.◄
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Regulatory Review

Doug Healy, Healy Law Offices
doug@healylawoffices.com

Fall Update: Mergers, Contracts, Transmission
KCPL/Westar merger
MJMEUC has filed an intervention at the
Kansas Corporation Commission in the
pending Westar/Kansas City Power &
Light merger. We continue to look into
the effects on both how the Iatan 2
generator will be treated post-merger by
the new combined company, as well as
how pricing zones in the Southwest
Power Pool (SPP) will be operated by the
new merged entity. Currently, KCP&L
operates two zones in SPP; the KCPL
zone and the KCP&L-GMO zone. Those
zones are competitively priced in SPP.
Westar, on the other hand, has one of the
more expensive zones in SPP. The
potential for these zones to be combined,
and for the combined zones to result in
higher prices for Missouri municipal
customers, is something we are
monitoring.
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In Missouri, the Missouri Public Service
Commission (PSC) staff has filed an
agreement with KCP&L agreeing not to
contest the merger. Industrials in Missouri
have filed a complaint against the merger,
pointing out a previous agreement in
which Great Plains Energy, the holding
company of KCP&L, had agreed that it
would not purchase another utility
without permission from the PSC. The
applicability of that agreement will
ultimately be determined by the PSC. At
this point, MJMEUC is watching this case
in both Kansas and Missouri, as well as
the case pending at FERC, to best
represent its members.
Empire/Algonquin merger
The PSC has approved, with conditions,
the acquisition of Empire by Canadian
utility Algonquin. Arkansas and Kansas

have also approved the acquisition, with
the acquisition formally occurring in
January of 2017.
After the merger, Empire will remain a
separate but wholly owned subsidiary of
LU Central. Empire will retain its current
name and corporate headquarters for at
least the next five years, with Empire staff
being used to help manage other LU
Central utilities. Empire, which has a
tradition of being conservatively managed,
will become wholly owned by a Canadian
utility which has a mix of regulated and
non-regulated utilities, and Algonquin will
be acquiring its first fossil-fired generation
units with the acquisition of Empire.
Algonquin also has a recently formed
transmission development subsidiary that
(Continued on next page)

will likely become more involved with
Empire’s future plans.

incurred by the generators, or prices that
have garnered criticism.

MMMPEP commits to long term
MMMPEP has committed to a 10-year
contract with MJMEUC, with the city of
Mountain View also becoming part of
MMMPEP. This continued endorsement
of the current power supply arrangement
is welcome, and will help ensure that
services are provided at an economical
price for multiple Missouri cities. At the
present time, MJMEUC is finalizing
power supply contracts to serve the
MMMPEP cities, and looks forward to
continue serving them.

The plan, as proposed by MISO, will
allow generators to continue serving load
through self-supply options, but, as in
most involuntary capacity markets, the
details of the rules will dictate the impact
on consumers. The concept of an
involuntary capacity market, when no real
need has been shown for such a market in
the vast majority of MISO, will continue
to be opposed by MJMEUC and other
public power entities in MISO.

MISO capacity market again moves
forward
The Midcontinent Independent System
Operator (MISO) has proposed what it
has called the Competitive Retail Solution
(CRS) to attempt to push capacity market
prices in Illinois to the same or similar
prices as in the PJM RTO. Currently, in
Illinois, there is no state mechanism for
generators to recover their fixed capacity
costs since the state deregulated their
electric industry. This has resulted in
prices for capacity in Illinois that have not
been sufficient to recover the actual costs

Rates at SWPA
Heather Starnes has been engaged with
the Southwestern Power Administration
(SWPA) to determine the impact of the
new rate schedule being proposed by
SWPA. After extensive discussions with
SWPA and our members, it appears that
the new rate structure will potentially be
beneficial to our membership, and
includes a fair mechanism for allowing
our members who take transmission
service through SWPA to take SPP
Networked Integrated Transmission
System (NITS) service at a fair rate. NITS
service will allow those members who

take transmission system over the SWPA
system to pay for transmission service
based upon their system usage, and gain
better access to generation resources
inside SPP, including renewables.
Grain Belt Express
In July, MJMEUC entered into a longterm transmission service agreement
(TSA) with Grain Belt Express Clean Line
LLC (Clean Line) for the ability to
transmit power over their proposed high
voltage direct current transmission line
that will stretch from Kansas to Indiana.
With that agreement in place, Clean Line
has re-filed its application for a Certificate
of Convenience and Necessity at the PSC
to become a utility in the state of Missouri
and obtain the necessary eminent domain
rights to construct the proposed 206-mile
northern Missouri leg of Clean Line’s
Grain Belt project.
MJMEUC has filed an application to
intervene in support of Clean Line, and
expects Clean Line’s application to be
granted. This TSA with Clean Line
represents a great opportunity for our
MISO members to acquire renewable
power at substantial savings for an
extended length of time.◄
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(Electric Losses...continued from page 17)

lighting energy consumption, MPUA can show you how to
make an estimate.
How often should you calculate losses? Typically, the loss
calculation is made on a monthly basis. But the monthly loss
figures fluctuate dramatically; sometimes being negative when
more energy is sold than is bought. These fluctuations are
mostly due to differences in meter reading timing. So, looking at
purchases, consumption and losses for only one month will not
yield an accurate overall loss percentage. To get an overall loss
percentage, some utilities use an average of the monthly loss
percentages over at least a 12-month period. However, a more
accurate overall loss percentage calculation is based on total
purchases, consumption, and losses over a 12-month period.
Often, this is done on a rolling basis where you drop a month
and add a new month - every month.
Is there a more meaningful way to present the loss information?
While having a loss number is helpful, there is at least one thing
you can do to understand the loss numbers better. Some utilities
create a chart of rolling overall loss percentage over time so that
any trend will be more evident. A declining trend might show
the desirable results of improvements you have made in the
system. An increasing trend might suggest something has gone
wrong in the system.
Now you know what your losses are. Wouldn’t it be great to also
know how much money you are losing? You have to accept a
certain amount of loss, as indicated above. If, for example, you
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want to limit your losses to 6 percent; then any losses in excess
of 6 percent are excess losses. To follow this example further,
let’s assume your losses average 10 percent. That would mean
you have 4 percent excess losses. Your annual cost of excess
losses would simply be 4 percent of your annual wholesale
power bill. That is the annual savings you could realize if you
would reduce your losses to the 6 percent goal. Converting the
losses from a percentage to dollars can help put the loss picture
in perspective.
If you don’t already know, find out what your electric losses are
and what excess losses are costing you. If you share your
monthly energy purchase and sales information with MPUA
staff, we can help you do this. ◄

Next Steps…
MPUA has several services to help you address
problems in your distribution system causing losses.
Contact us for more info on Infared Thermography
Inspections, Engineering Assistance,
or a full Electric System Review.
More info at www.mpua.org/page/technical

Thank you to our ‘16 conference sponsors!
We can’t recognize the
sponsors who made our
2016 conference a
success enough. Special
thanks to Diamond
Sponsor ProEnegry;
Gold Sponsors Fairbanks
Morse, Sega, and
GridLiance; and Silver
Sponsors n-dimension
and Clean Line Energy!
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